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Abstract
Following a manuscript of K.S. Sarkaria we give an extensive account of the topological
Tverberg Theorem in the case where the number of desired disjoint faces is a prime power.
Since all known proofs of the theorem utilize methods from algebraic topology, the objective of
this article is to explain the proof to a wider mathematical audience. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. The problem
The problem in question is a generalization of a partitioning problem for points in
d-dimensional euclidean space. In 1966 Helge Tverberg showed the following (see
[15,16,11]):
Tverberg theorem (Version I). Let d¿ 1 and q¿ 2 be two natural numbers. For
every set A of (q − 1)(d + 1) + 1 points in the space Rd, there is a partition
A=A1∪· · ·∪Aq of A into q (pairwise) disjoint sets such that the intersection of their
convex hulls conv(A1) ∩ · · · ∩ conv(Aq) is non-empty.
The theorem is optimal with respect to the number of points chosen as can be seen
by the fact that a set of (q− 1)(d+1) points in general position in Rd does not admit
a partition into q disjoint sets such that the intersection of the corresponding convex
hulls is non-empty.
There is a very nice equivalent formulation of this theorem in terms of simplices
and a@ne linear maps.
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Fig. 1. Examples of the a@ne linear and topological Tverberg theorem for q = 2 and d = 2.
Tverberg theorem (Version II). Let d¿ 1 and q¿ 2 be two natural numbers and set
N := (q−1)(d+1). For any a6ne linear map f :N →Rd of the standard N-simplex
to Rd there are q disjoint faces 1; : : : ; q ⊂ N such that the intersection f(1) ∩
· · · ∩ f(q) is non-empty.
In view of this formulation one is tempted to ask if the theorem holds for continuous
rather than a@ne linear maps. I. BEarEany, S.B. Shlosman and A. SzFucs showed in 1981
this generalization for the cases where q is a prime number (cf. [1]). Here we are
going to present a proof for this “topological Tverberg theorem” for the case where q
is a prime power (Fig. 1).
Theorem 1.1. Let d¿ 1 and q = pk be two natural numbers where p is a prime
number and k¿ 1, and set N := (q− 1)(d+1). For any continuous map f :N →Rd
of the standard N-simplex to Rd there are q disjoint faces 1; : : : ; q ⊂ N such that
the intersection f(1) ∩ · · · ∩ f(q) is non-empty.
This was proved by FOzaydin in 1987 [10] but remained unpublished. The Jrst pub-
lished proof by Volovikov [17] appeared in 1996. Yet another proof using ideal valued
cohomological index theory by LZivaljeviEc [18] should be mentioned. The present arti-
cle is an exposition of a manuscript of Sarkaria [12]. Since his proof contains many
beautiful ideas it should be made accessible for as many mathematicians as possible.
Therefore this article contains a lot of background material that is needed and provides
all details of the proof. It does not present the most elementary proof of the topological
Tverberg theorem. Such a proof can be given using for example a result of Bartsch [2]
which is based on more elementary methods, but rather technical. Here I decided to
use somewhat advanced methods to gain a rather clear and non-technical presentation.
And moreover, I hope that some of the ideas presented here may prove to be useful
again in topological combinatorics.
All proofs mentioned above are based on some kind of generalization of a Borsuk–
Ulam type theorem of Dold [6]; see Remark 2.4. This theorem can be considered as
one of the driving tools in topological combinatorics. Its topological nature determines
the character of the present article.
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Fig. 2. Example for deleted joins.
About the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1:1. The proof consists of two parts. In
the Jrst part we will, step by step, reformulate the problem: by using the appropriate
conJguration space and group actions the question turns into one about
• the existence of zeros of certain equivariant maps,
• the existence of non-zero sections in certain vector bundles, and Jnally,
• the non-vanishing of certain characteristic classes.
The progress can be read oP the various claims in the article.
The second part is of a more computational nature where we show that a speciJc
top Chern class does not vanish.
2. The problem in terms of equivariant maps
On deleted joins. We have to spend some time on deleted joins, which come into play
as natural conJguration spaces for our problem.
Denition 2.1 (cf. B:ar:any et al. [1]). Let K be a (Jnite) simplicial complex and q be
a natural number. The q-fold deleted join of K which we denote by K∗q is deJned
as the subcomplex of the q-fold join K∗q = K ∗ · · · ∗ K︸ ︷︷ ︸
q times
consisting of the simplices
1 ∗ · · · ∗ q, where the simplices i ⊂ K , i = 1; : : : ; q, are pairwise disjoint.
Example 2.2. The 2-fold deleted join (1)∗2 is a 1-sphere, the 2-fold deleted join
(2)∗2 is a 2-sphere. See Fig. 2.
For Theorem 1.1 the simplicial complex of interest is the standard N -simplex N .
We want to give a certain description of the q-fold deleted join of this simplex and
reinterpret it as a multiple join of a zero dimensional object. Therefore let G be any set
of cardinality q (think of a group, because that is what we need later on). We use the
elements of G to enumerate the q copies of N in (N )∗q. Therefore if we denote the
N+1 vertices of N by {e0; : : : ; eN}, (N )∗q has the vertices {gei: g∈G; i=0; : : : ; N}.
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With this notation we get the following description of the deleted join (N )∗q :
(N )∗q =
{
all faces of simplices of the type {g0e0; : : : ; gN eN};
where the gi ∈G are arbitrary:
}
:
Now consider the set G as a zero-dimensional simplicial complex. We want to give a
description of the (N + 1)-fold join of G, which we call ENG. For this purpose we
use the vertices of N to enumerate the N + 1 copies of G in ENG. Hence:
ENG = G∗(N+1) =
{
all faces of simplices of the type {g0e0; : : : ; gN eN};
where the gi ∈G are arbitrary:
}
As a result we can identify (N )∗q and ENG.
A new way of looking at the continuous map f. Now we begin to rephrase our
problem, starting with a continuous map f :N →Rd. We identify Rd with the a@ne
space Ad := {(x1; : : : ; xd+1)t ∈Rd+1:
∑
i xi = 1} via the correspondence
x →
(
1−∑xj xj ) :
The map f induces a map f∗q on the deleted join (
N )∗q :
f∗q : (
N )∗q → (Ad)∗q ,→ R(d+1)×q
(t1x1; : : : ; tqxq) →
(
t1
(
1−∑f(x1)j fj(x1) ) ; : : : ; tq ( 1−∑f(xq)j fj(xq) )) :
Now if there are xi ∈ i for some pairwise disjoint faces i ⊆ N such that f(x1) =
f(x2) = · · ·= f(xq), then
f∗q
(
1
q
x1; : : : ;
1
q
xq
)
=


a1 · · · a1
a2 · · · a2
· · · · · · · · ·
ad+1 · · · ad+1

∈R
(d+1)×q;
and conversely if f∗q (x) has pairwise equal columns for some x∈ 1 ∗· · ·∗q for some
pairwise disjoint faces i ⊂ N , then f(1)∩· · ·∩f(q) contains q ·(a1; a2; : : :; ad+1)t ∈
Ad.
Now let L be the set of all matrices in R(d+1)×q all of whose columns are equal. The
orthogonal complement L⊥ is a space of dimension N =(q− 1)(d+1) and consists of
all matrices in R(d+1)×q whose row sums are zero. Denote the orthogonal projection
from R(d+1)×q onto L⊥ by . By composition we get a map
s :ENG = (N )
∗q

f∗q→ R(d+1)×q → L⊥:
And since A∈ L if and only if (A) = 0 we derive the following:
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The map f has the desired property if and only if the map s=  ◦ f∗q has a zero.
Group actions on ENG and L⊥. Now we assume that G is not just a set but a group
of order q. We have a (left) G-group action on ENG deJned on the vertices by
h · (gei) := (hg)ei, where g; h∈G and i = 0; : : : ; N . There is a corresponding (left)
G-group action on R(d+1)×q which permutes the columns, and hence a G-group action
on L⊥, which does the same.
Remark 2.3.
• If d + 1 is even we can identify R(d+1)×q with C(d+1)=2×q and G operates on L⊥
considered as a subspace of C(d+1)=2×q.
• For the reason just stated, if d + 1 is even, then the G-action on L⊥ is orientation
preserving.
• By construction L⊥ does not contain a non-trivial subspace on which G acts trivially.
• The continuous map s :ENG→ L⊥ is G-equivariant.
Remark 2.4. At this point it is fairly easy to prove the topological Tverberg theorem
in the case where q is a prime number using a theorem of Dold (cf. [6]). Dold’s
theorem is the following.
Let X; Y be cell complexes. If a map f :X →Y commutes with some free action
of a non-trivial Jnite group on X and Y , then dim(Y )¿ 1 + connectivity(X ).
The proof proceeds as follows. DeJne G to be Zq. Let us assume that the continuous
G-equivariant map s :ENG→ L⊥ we started with does not have a zero. Then G acts
freely on ENG and G acts also freely on L⊥\{0}, which follows from the construction
of L⊥ and the fact that q is prime. Then we have an induced continuous G-map
sˆ :ENG→ S(L⊥) to the (N−1)-dimensional sphere in L⊥. Since ENG is an (N+1)-fold
join, it is at least (N −1)-connected (cf. e.g., [8, p. 432]). Dold’s theorem implies that
there is no such map.
We now show that we can assume that d+ 1 is even.
Proposition 2.5. If the topological Tverberg theorem holds for q¿ 2 and d+ 1¿ 2,
then it also holds for q and d.
Proof. Let f :(q−1)(d+1)→Rd be a continuous map. Consider Rd ⊂ Rd+1 as the
set of all vectors whose last coordinate vanishes. Now construct a new map
F :(q−1)(d+2)→Rd+1 in the following way. Choose q − 1 points y(q−1)(d+1)+1; : : : ;
y(q−1)(d+2) arbitrarily in the open half space Rd×R+ of Rd+1. Now let x=
∑(q−1)(d+2)
i=0
tiei ∈(q−1)(d+2) where the ei are the vertices of the standard (q − 1)(d + 2)-simplex
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Fig. 3. The construction of F for q = 2 and d = 2.
and ti¿ 0 and
∑
i ti = 1 and deJne
F(x) :=f
(∑(q−1)(d+1)
i=0 tiei∑(q−1)(d+1)
i=0 ti
)
+
∑(q−1)(d+2)
i=(q−1)(d+1)+1 tiyi
(see Fig. 3).
With this deJnition F is a continuous map from (q−1)(d+2) to Rd+1, and by assump-
tion there exist disjoint faces ˆ1; : : : ; ˆq ⊂ (q−1)(d+2) such that F(ˆ1) ∩ · · · ∩ F(ˆq) is
non-empty. Since we have q simplices ˆ1; : : : ; ˆq and just q− 1 vertices in (q−1)(d+2)
that are not in (q−1)(d+1), at least one of the simplices must be contained completely
in (q−1)(d+1). Therefore we obtain the following: F(ˆ1)∩· · ·∩F(ˆq) ⊂ Rd ⊂ Rd+1 by
the choice of y(q−1)(d+1)+1; : : : ; y(q−1)(d+2). This fact implies that none of the simplices
i :=(q−1)(d+1) ∩ ˆi; i=1; : : : ; q is empty and that F(ˆ1)∩ · · · ∩F(ˆq)=f(1)∩ · · · ∩
f(q) is nonempty.
With this proposition it su@ces to show the following.
Claim 2.6. Let q¿ 2 be a prime power; d¿ 1 be odd; and set N=(q−1)(d+1). Let
G be a group of order q; and E be a complex vector space of (complex) dimension
n = N=2 together with a (unitary) representation of G; such that E does not have a
non-trivial subspace on which G acts trivially. Furthermore let ENG be the (N+1)-fold
join of G as de>ned above with the obvious G-action. Let s :ENG→ E be a continuous
G-equivariant map. Then s has a zero.
3. The problem in terms of bundles
The last claim is, in terms of its formulation, rather detached from the original
problem. In the following we will only be concerned with proving this claim by means
of bundle theory.
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Fig. 4. The open MFobius band as a one-dimensional vector bundle.
On bundles. For the next step in rephrasing our problem we need some knowledge
about bundles. We will only give the most basic deJnitions and some examples to
convey some “feeling” for the objects. An extensive introduction can be found in Dale
Husemoller’s book [7] on the subject. In this subsection we will not make any progress
with respect to our problem, hence one can skip the subsection without any danger.
Denition 3.1. An n-dimensional (real or complex) vector bundle over the Jeld
K ∈{R;C} is a triple ! = (E; p; B), where p :E→B is a continuous map between
topological spaces, such that for every b∈B the >bre p−1(b) is endowed with the
structure of an n-dimensional K-vector space, subject to the following condition:
• for every b∈B there is an open neighborhood U and a homeomorphism h :U ×
Kn→p−1(U ), such that the restrictions
h|{b′}×Kn : {b′} × Kn→p−1(U )
deJne vector space isomorphisms {b′} × Kn 3→p−1(b′) for all b′ ∈U .
The space E is the total space, B is the base space and p is the projection map of
the vector bundle.
Example 3.2.
• (B×Kn; p; B), where p is the projection map to the Jrst coordinate, is an n-dimensional
(trivial) vector bundle.
• Let E = I ×R= ∼, where I is the unit interval and ∼ is the relation (0; t) ∼ (1;−t)
on the boundary of I and the identity elsewhere. Let B be the unit interval with
the end points identiJed and let p be the projection to the Jrst coordinate. Then
(E; p; B) is a one-dimensional vector bundle over R and can be thought of as an
open MFobius band with the projection onto its core. See Fig. 4.
Denition 3.3. Let G be a topological group, let X and B be topological spaces and
p :X →B a continuous map. A principal G-bundle (X; p; B) is given by a right G-action
on X such that
• p(x · g) = p(x) for all x∈X , g∈G, and
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• for every b∈B there is an open neighborhood U and a homeomorphism h :U ×
G→p−1(U ), satisfying h(b; g · g′) = h(b; g) · g′ for all b∈U , g; g′ ∈G, and making
the following diagram commutative:
where pU is the projection to the Jrst coordinate.
A morphism of principal G-bundles (f; Uf) : (X; p; B)→ (X ′; p′; B′) is a pair of contin-
uous maps f : X →X ′ and Uf : B→B′, such that f is equivariant, i.e., f(x ·g)=f(x)·g
for all x∈X; g∈G, and the following diagram commutes
X
f−−−−−→ X ′p
p′
B
Uf−−−−−→ B′
:
If B = B′ and Uf = id, then f : X →X ′ is called a morphism of principal G-bundles
over B.
Remark 3.4. If ! = (X; p; B) is a principal G-bundle, then there is a (non-canonical)
homeomorphism of each Jbre p−1(b) to G for all b∈B.
Example 3.5. Let G =S1 ⊂ C with the complex multiplication, and let X =S1 ×S1.
Let G act on X by multiplication on the Jrst coordinate and  : X →X=G3S1 be the
canonical projection map. Then (X; ;S1) is a (trivial) principal G-bundle.
The following deJnition gives rise to a connection between vector bundles and prin-
cipal G-bundles. For that, assume F to be a (real or complex) vector space together
with a representation of the group G.
Denition 3.6. Let ! = (X; p; B) be a principal G-bundle and F a left G-space. Then
the associated >bre bundle ![F] = (XF; pF ; B) with >bre F and structure group G is
deJned by the following:
XF = X ×G F :=X × F= ∼
pF

B
;
where ∼ is given by (x·g; y) ∼ (x; g·y) and pF by the map induced by X×F pr1→X p→B
on the quotient. Denote the elements of X ×G F by (x; y)G. A morphism of principal
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G-bundles (f; Uf) : !→ !′ gives rise to a map fF : XF →X ′F via fF(x; y)G=(f(x); y)G.
A >bre bundle morphism from ![F] to !′[F] is given by a pair (fF; Uf) induced
by a morphism (f; Uf) : !→ !′ of principal G-bundles. If B = B′ and Uf = id then
fF : ![F]→ !′[F] is called a >bre bundle morphism over B. The Jbre bundle
morphism (fF; Uf) is called >bre preserving if fF is a homeomorphism on each
Jbre.
Example 3.7. Let X =S1, B=S1 and p : X →B be deJned by p(z)=z2. This way !=
(X; p; B) is a principal Z2-bundle. Now consider F = R with the left
Z2 = {−1;+1}-action given by ±1 · t = ±t. Then the associated bundle ![F] is the
open MFobius band, which we already considered above.
Remark 3.8. As suggested by Examples 3.2 and 3.7 there is a correspondence
between isomorphism classes of associated bundles with Jbre a K-vector space and
structure group Gl(n; K) and isomorphism classes of n-dimensional K-vector bundles.
In Example 3.7 the group O(1;R) appeared instead of Gl(1;R).
Among the various bundle constructions we deJne the notion of induced bundle.
Denition 3.9. Let ! = (E; p; B) be a bundle and let f :B′→B be a continuous
map. Then the induced bundle f∗(!) is a bundle with base space B′ and total space
E′ := {(b′; x): b′ ∈B′; x∈E; f(b′) = p(x)} and projection map p′, which is projection
to the Jrst coordinate.
Example 3.10. Let ! = (E; p; B) be a bundle, and let i :B′,→B be the inclusion map
of a subspace B′. Then the total space of the induced bundle i∗(!) is given by E′ =
{(b′; x): b′ ∈B′; x∈E; p(x)= b′} which amounts to consider the bundle ! restricted to
B′. For that reason E′ is often denoted by E|B′ .
We close this short introduction to bundles by deJning universal bundles.
Denition 3.11. A universal G-bundle !G is a principal G-bundle (EG;p; BG) such
that for all paracompact spaces B the map
[B; BG]→{isomorphism classes of principal G-bundles over B}
[f] → [f∗(!G)]
is a bijection, where [X; Y ] denotes the set of all homotopy classes of continuous maps
from X to Y . The space BG is called a classifying space for G.
Remark 3.12. We will use the same notation in a similar situation for vector bundles.
Cross sections and our map. Let us come back to our situation: G a group of order
q and ENG the (N + 1)-fold join of G. So far we have had a free left G-action on
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ENG deJned by h · (gei) = (hg)ei. We also need a right G-action on ENG which we
deJne by: (gei) · h := (h−1g)ei. This also gives a free G-action on ENG. Let BNG be
the orbit space of the right G-action on ENG, that is, BNG = ENG=G. This gives rise
to a principal G-bundle:
! :
ENGp
BNG
:
We were considering a (complex) n-dimensional vector space E together with a unitary
representation of G, which we consider as a left G-action on E. Hence we have an
associated Jbre bundle:
![E] :
ENG ×G E ENG × E=(xg; y) ∼ (x; gy)p
BNG
:
It follows easily from the deJnitions (cf. [7, p. 48]) that sections S : BNG→ENG×G E
of such bundles are in bijective correspondence with continuous maps s : ENG→ E
such that s(x · g−1) = g · s(x) for x∈ENG, g∈G. The section corresponding to s is
given by S([x]G) = [(x; s(x))]G, where the brackets denote the appropriate equivalence
classes. By our deJnitions of the right and left G-actions on ENG we conclude that
each G-equivariant map s : ENG→ E, where ENG is considered to be a left G-space,
corresponds to a cross section S of the bundle ![E]. Furthermore s has a zero if and
only if S has a zero. Therefore we can restate our claim.
Claim 3.13. Under the conditions of Claim 2:6; let !=(ENG; p; BNG) be the principal
G-bundle as de>ned in this subsection; and S be any cross section of ![E]. Then S
has a zero.
4. The problem in terms of characteristic classes
Questions about the existence of sections of certain bundles have a long history in
topology and, in particular, gave rise to beautiful applications of cohomology theory.
We will give an idea of the basic concepts of obstruction theory, following the classi-
cal and still modern exposition of Norman Steenrod [14]. Originally, Hassler Whitney
and Eduard Stiefel invented the concept of characteristic cohomology classes in the
1930s.
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Fig. 5. The trivialization of E| .
During the following subsection the reader might want to think of the associated
Jbre bundle
![E\{0}] :
ENG ×G (E\{0})p
BNG
:
On obstruction theory. Let * = (E; p; B) be a Jbre bundle with Jbre F . (Think of
an associated Jbre bundle!) Furthermore assume that B is a regular cell complex (cf.
[14, p. 100]). We will try to construct a cross section of *. Since we have a cell
decomposition of B, a good way to do this is to start with the zero-dimensional cells
and to extend the map dimension-wise.
• On the 0-skeleton of B (the union of all 0-cells) we can choose arbitrary points in
the Jbres. There is no obstruction to do that unless the Jbre is empty. We call the
resulting map S0.
• Assume that the map S0 is given, and we want to extend it to the 1-skeleton.
Therefore let  be a 1-cell of B. Then we deJne S1|@ := S0|@. Since  is contractible
E| = p−1() is a product bundle and there exist trivializing maps:
(i) , :  × F→E|,
(ii) p : E|→F ,
such that ,(p(x); p(x)) = x for all x∈E| (Fig. 5).
Now consider the composition
US : @
S1|@−−−−−→E| p−−−−−→F:
If there is an extension S : →F of US, then there also is an extension S1| : →E
by setting S1|(x) :=,(x; S(x)). Hence in this case the obstruction in question is,
whether the two points US(@) (possibly equal) in F can be joined by a path.
• Now assume that we already deJned a cross section Si−1 on the (i − 1)-skeleton
of B (the union of all cells of dimension i − 1 and smaller). Again let  be any
i-cell of B. Since Si−1 is already deJned on @ we can as in the last step deJne
Si|@ := Si−1|@. As before we obtain a map US : @→F and can extend our cross
section to  if we can extend US to . In this case US deJnes an element in the
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homotopy group i−1(F; ∗) (where ∗ is some point in the connected component of
im US). Hence, the obstruction is the non-vanishing of this homotopy class.
As an immediate consequence we have the following:
Result 4.1. If the Jbre F is (n− 1)-connected, then there exists a cross section of the
bundle * on the n-skeleton of the base space B.
Let us assume that F is (n− 1)-connected but not n-connected. To avoid technical
problems we also assume that n¿ 2. Therefore we can start with a cross section S,
which lives on the n-skeleton of B. We somehow want to get our hands on all problems
that can occur while extending to the (n+ 1)-skeleton of B. For that reason orient all
(n+1)-cells of B and choose for each such cell  a reference point x which lives in
the cell. We propose a map that assigns to each (n+1)-cell  a certain element of the
nth homotopy group of p−1(x)=:F. At this point this is fairly easy: the orientation
of  yields an orientation preserving homeomorphism from the n-sphere Sn to the
boundary @ of . On @ we consider as before S|@ : @→E. Induced by inclusion
there is a canonical isomorphism n(F)3n(E|). Hence by composing all these maps
we get an element c(S; )∈ n(F) for each (n + 1)-cell  of B. It turns out that the
map c(S;−) can be interpreted as a representative of a cohomology class in dimension
n+ 1 of B with local coe@cients: [c(S;−)]∈Hn+1(B;⋃ n(F)). One can prove that
this cohomology class does not depend on the choice of S. Steenrod calls this element
the characteristic cohomology class c(*) of the bundle *. We summarize the main
property as follows.
Result 4.2. If the Jbre F of the bundle * is (n−2)-connected (n¿ 3), then there exists
a cross section of the n-skeleton of the base space B, if and only if the characteristic
cohomology class of *, which is an element of Hn(B;
⋃
 n−1(F)), vanishes.
In the following we will also need the next lemma which we just state without proof.
Lemma 4.3 (Invariance under mappings, cf. Steenrod [14]). Let * = (E; p; B);
*′=(E′; p′; B′) be bundles over regular cell complexes B; B′ respectively. Let (f; Uf) :
*′→ * be a >bre preserving bundle morphism; where Uf is a cellular map. Then
c(*′) = Uf
∗
(c(*)); where Uf
∗
is the induced map in the cohomology of the base spaces
B and B′.
Now we are coming back to the bundle ![E\{0}] mentioned above. The space E\{0}
is homotopy equivalent to the (N − 1)-sphere and thus is (N − 2)-connected, but not
(N − 1)-connected. Hence we have a characteristic cohomology class c(![E\{0}])∈
HN (BNG;/) which decides if there exists a cross section or not. Here / denotes the
system of local coe@cients. What we have to show is therefore:
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Claim 4.4. In the situation of the previous Claims 2:6 and 3:13; the characteristic
cohomology class c(![E\{0}]) is non-zero.
Milnor’s construction of the universal bundle. We sketch John Milnor’s construction
of a universal G-bundle (cf. [8]). Let EG=G ∗G ∗ · · · be the inJnite join of G, that is,
EG consists of formal elements ((t1; g1); (t2; g2); : : :) with ti ∈ [0; 1], gi ∈G and ti = 0
for all but Jnitely many i¿ 1, and
∑
i ti =1, modulo the obvious equivalence relation
((ti; gi))i¿1∼((ti; g′i))i¿1 provided gi = g′i for all i¿ 1 where ti =0. In case G is a
CW-complex, we may give EG the weak topology with respect to the union of the
Jnite joins. As for ENG we have a free right-G-action on EG given by ((ti; gi))i¿1 · g=
((ti; g−1gi))i¿1, which deJnes the quotient BG = EG=G and the canonical projection
map pG : EG→BG. Due to Milnor we have the following.
Theorem. !G = (EG;pG; BG) is a principal G-bundle; which is a universal G-bundle.
This bundle is interesting for us for the following reason. First of all we have
maps i : ENG ,→ EG and j : BNG ,→ BG induced by the inclusion to the Jrst
N +1 coordinates, which induce a bundle morphism !→ !G respecting the given right
G-actions. The induced bundle j∗(!G[E\{0}]) coincides with ![E\{0}]. Via the bundle
morphism we get:
Proposition 4.5. The characteristic cohomology class of !G[E\{0}] is zero; if and
only if its restriction to BNG is zero.
Proof. “Only if ” is clear. Therefore let c∈HN (BG;/) be the characteristic cohomol-
ogy class and assume that its restriction j∗(c)∈HN (BNG;/) vanishes, which means
by Lemma 4.3 that the characteristic class c(![E\{0}])) vanishes. Now consider the
following diagram in which (EG)N denotes the N -skeleton of EG:
Then there is a G-equivariant diagonal (retraction) map k : (EG)N →ENG that makes
the diagram commutative. This follows from similar considerations as above, but this
time an equivariant version, since (EG)N is an N -dimensional regular cell complex
and ENG is (N − 1)-connected (cf. [1, p. 160; 8, p. 432]). By taking quotients we get
(BG)N =(EG)N =G as the base space of the bundle !N =((EG)N ; pN ; (BG)N ). Therefore
we have a Jbre preserving map of bundles
(EG)N ×G E\{0} k−−−−−→ ENG ×G E\{0}

(BG)N
Uk;−−−−−→ BNG:
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By Lemma 4.3 we have c(!N [E\{0}])= Uk∗(c(![E\{0}]))=0, where Uk : (BG)N →BNG
is the induced map on the base spaces. On the other hand we have the inclusion
inc : (BG)N →BG, which gives the relation inc∗(c) = c(!N [E\{0}]) = 0. Now inc∗ is
injective in the N th cohomology as can be seen from the cohomology sequence of the
pair (BG; (BG)N ). Therefore c = 0.
This result is very valuable, since we are now in the situation where we have to
prove the following:
Claim 4.6. Again assuming the situation of the Claims 2:6 and 3:13; the characteristic
class c(!G[E\{0}]) is non-zero.
This is a substantial improvement, because the universal bundle !G is well
understood.
Example 4.7. Before proceeding further with characteristic classes we give an example
of a universal U (1) = S1-bundle and an associated one-dimensional bundle. Consider
the group S1 ⊂ C, then the r-fold join S1 ∗ · · · ∗ S1 is the sphere S2r−1 ⊂ Cr and
S1 operates on the sphere just by scalar multiplication. Hence ES1 = S∞ and the
quotient BS1 =ES1=S1 is CP∞. Equipping the complex numbers C with the standard
U (1) = S1-action, we get an associated one-dimensional bundle 1∞ over CP∞, the
canonical line bundle, which is universal for complex one-dimensional bundles. It can
be described by
1∞ :
E = {([x]; z)∈CP∞ × C∞: z ∈C · x}
pr1

CP∞
:
We shall end this example with the remark that the cohomology ring H∗(CP∞;Z) is
isomorphic to the polynomial ring Z[u] in one generator u, where u is induced by a
generating element of H 2(CP1;Z).
Characteristic classes. In this subsection we sketch some facts about the Euler class
of an oriented real vector bundle and Chern classes of complex vector bundles. We
will state just a few facts about the Euler class, mentioning some theorems which can
all be found in Milnor and StasheP’s marvelous book “Characteristic Classes” [9].
The Euler class of an oriented N -dimensional real vector bundle * is a certain
cohomology class e(*)∈HN (B;Z). We are interested in it because of the following:
Theorem. If * = (E; p; B) is an oriented N -dimensional vector bundle over R, then
the characteristic cohomology class c(*0) is equal to the Euler class e(*), where *0
denotes the bundle given by (E0; p|E0 ; B) and E0 =E\im z, where z : B→E is the zero
section of *.
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Note that in this case the orientation induces a canonical isomorphism Z3N−1(RN\
{0}), where RN\{0} denotes a typical Jbre of *0. One should keep in mind that the
bundle that we are interested in is a complex vector bundle. This has the ePect that
the underlying real vector bundle has a canonical preferred orientation. In order to take
the turn to complex vector bundles we give an axiomatic description of Chern classes.
Axiomatic description of Chern classes. For each complex vector bundle *=(E; p; B)
there is a class cCh(*)∈H∗(B;Z) with the following properties:
(o) cCh(*)=1+c1(*)+· · ·+cn(*), where ci(*)∈H 2i(B;Z) and ci(*)=0 for i¿ dimC *.
(i) For bundles *, *′ that are isomorphic over their common base space B, we have
cCh(*) = cCh(*′), and for continuous maps f :B′→B, we have cCh(f∗(*)) =
f∗(cCh(*)).
(ii) For two bundles *; *′ over B, the relation cCh(*⊕ *′) = cCh(*) ∪ cCh(*′).
(iii) For the canonical line bundle 1∞ over CP∞; c1(1∞) is the generator of the
polynomial ring H∗(CP∞;Z).
Once the existence of Chern classes is established their uniqueness follows easily from
the axioms. There are various ways to construct Chern classes, two of which we will
introduce in the following.
Constructing the Chern class via the Euler class. One way to construct the Chern
class of an n-dimensional complex vector bundle * = (E; p; B) is by induction on
the dimension (cf. [9]). For this, one starts by deJning cn(*) := e(*R)∈H 2n(B;Z),
where *R denotes the underlying 2n-dimensional real vector bundle with the canonically
induced orientation. One proceeds by constructing a lower-dimensional complex vector
bundle, computes its Chern classes by induction and uses the Gysin sequence to get
cohomology classes of the base space of *. We keep in mind:
Result 4.8. The nth Chern class (top Chern class) of an n-dimensional complex vector
bundle coincides with the Euler class of the underlying real vector bundle.
Therefore what we have to show changed to:
Claim 4.9. Under the conditions of the Claims 2:6 and 3:13; the top Chern class of
!G[E] is non-zero.
However, the construction of Chern classes given above is not the one that we will
focus on. We want to consider a construction which uses the fact that it is fairly easy
to compute Chern classes of complex line bundles.
Chern classes via complex line bundles. Since we actually have to compute Chern
classes later on, we will now go a little more into the details, starting with some
basic knowledge about the relations of cohomology and Eilenberg–MacLane spaces.
To avoid technical problems we assume that all spaces in question are CW-spaces (cf.
[3, Chapter VII, Section 12]).
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Cohomology and Eilenberg–MacLane spaces. Let  be an abelian group, n¿ 2 a natu-
ral number, and Y an Eilenberg–MacLane space of type K(; n), in short K(; n)-space.
That is, Y is path connected and all homotopy groups of Y vanish, except for the nth
one which is isomorphic to . Then the Hurewicz theorem gives for the reduced integral
homology:
H˜ i(Y ;Z)3
{
0 if i¡n;
 if i = n:
The universal coe@cient theorem yields the following exact sequence:
0→Ext(Hn−1(Y ;Z); )→Hn(Y ; )→Hom(Hn(Y ;Z); )→ 0:
Hence we get a (natural) isomorphism:
Hn(Y ; )3Hom(Hn(Y ;Z); )3Hom(; ):
Denote by 5∈Hn(Y ; ) the element corresponding to id∈Hom(; ) under these iso-
morphisms. Having this, let B be any space. Then we get the map:
[B; Y ] → Hn(B; )
[f] → [f∗(5)];
where [B; Y ] denotes the set of all homotopy classes of maps from B to Y . As it turns
out this map is not just a bijection, but an isomorphism (natural in B) of groups, where
the group structure on [B; Y ] is the one coming from the loop space structure on Y ,
which exists by the fact that the path-loop Jbration and the exact homotopy sequence
of a Jbration induce a correspondence between K(; n) and 6K(; n + 1) (cf. [3,
p. 456 and 488P ]).
The universal line bundle and Eilenberg–Mac Lane spaces. As an example for a
universal bundle we consider the universal S1-bundle S∞→CP∞ and the associated
canonical line bundle 1∞, which is a universal line bundle. The base space CP∞ is
an Eilenberg–Mac Lane space of type K(Z; 2). This can be seen by considering the
Jbrations
S1→S2r+1 →CPr
z → [z]
for all r. The result follows from the homotopy exact sequence for Jbrations together
with the fact that the homotopy groups of CP∞ can be expressed as direct limits of
the homotopy groups of the spaces CPr .
The group of line bundles. Now we will make the next step towards complex line
bundles. For this denote by VectC1 (B) the set of all isomorphism (over B) classes of
complex line bundles (i.e., one-dimensional complex vector bundles) with base space
B. With the tensor product operation of bundles, (VectC1 (B);⊗) is a group. Again we
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have a map:
[B;CP∞]→ (VectC1 (B);⊗)
[f] →f∗1∞; (∗)
which turns out to be a group isomorphism which is natural in B. The fact that it is
a bijection is just the fact that the line bundle 1∞ over CP∞ is universal.
Result 4.10. There is an isomorphism (cf. [3, p. 488P; 7, p. 34P ])
H 2(B;Z)3[B;CP∞]3(VectC1 (B);⊗);
which is natural in the base space B, and under which 5∈H 2(B;Z) corresponds to
1∞ ∈VectC1 (B).
The construction. We are ready to show the existence of Chern classes. Therefore let
* be a complex bundle over some base space B.
Case I: * is a line bundle. Hence we have *∈VectC1 (B). Considering the last re-
sult and conditions (i) and (iii) for Chern classes, we have no other choice than
the following. Via (∗) * corresponds to a homotopy class [f]∈ [B;CP∞]. We de-
Jne cCh(*) = 1 + f∗(c1(1∞)), where c1(1∞) is the generator of the polynomial ring
H∗(CP∞;Z). Hence c1 is in this situation the inverse map of the isomorphism in
Result 4.10.
Case II: * = *1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ *n is a sum of line bundles. Again the axioms for Chern
classes force us to deJne
cCh(*) = cCh(*1) ∪ · · · ∪ cCh(*n) = (1 + f∗1 (c1(1∞))) ∪ · · · ∪ (1 + f∗n (c1(1∞))):
Case III: The general case. We only state the existence of a splitting map (cf.
[7, p. 252]), which reduces the problem to Case II. A splitting map for * is a map
h :B′→B such that h∗(*) is a sum of line bundles and the induced map in coho-
mology h∗ :H∗(B;Z)→H∗(B′;Z) is a monomorphism. Let h be such a map for *.
Then h∗(*) = *1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ *n, furthermore we have a monomorphism h∗ :H∗(B;Z)→
H∗(B′;Z) and a Chern class cCh(h∗(*)). In this situation we have to deJne
cCh(*) = (h∗)−1cCh(h∗(*)). The only thing that is then left to prove is cCh(h∗(*))∈
im h∗, which is in fact true. We will not need this in the sequel.
This is the construction of Chern classes that we will use. Fortunately, we need to
deal only with the Jrst two cases. One observation that we can immediately make in
Case II is that the top Chern class is just f∗1 (c1(1∞)) ∪ · · · ∪ f∗n (c1(1∞)).
5. The top Chern class does not vanish
According to Claim 4.9 we have to show that the top Chern class cCh(!G[E]) does
not vanish. And this is the moment where we have to say what the group G should
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be. The only condition we had was that the group order is q = pk . Hence one good
choice might be
G = (Zp)k ;
and that is the choice we make. This group is abelian, and therefore our complex
n-dimensional representation E decomposes into a sum of (complex) one-dimensional
representations:
E= E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ En:
This follows directly from Schur’s lemma. We keep in mind that none of the repre-
sentations Ei is trivial (see Remark 2.3). The direct sum decomposition implies that
we have a corresponding decomposition !G[E]=!G[E1]⊕· · ·⊕!G[En]. Hence what we
have to show is that the top Chern class
c1(!G[E1]) ∪ · · · ∪ c1(!G[En])
is non-zero. Thus we should Jrst identify c1(!G[Ei]).
Line bundles and a universal Zp-bundle. In this subsection we study a bundle !G[F],
where F is an irreducible, hence one-dimensional, representation of G. It is easy to see
that any irreducible representation of G is given by the following:
G = (Zp)k →C∗ = Gl(1;C)
( Un1; : : : ; Unk) → 7l1n1+···+lknk ;
where 7= e2i=p, and 06 li¡p; i= 1; : : : ; k. The parameters li characterize the repre-
sentation. The representation is non-trivial if and only if at least one of the li is not
zero.
Now we focus on the universal bundle !G = (EG;p; BG). We gave the Milnor
construction already and used it to embed ENG into EG. We need a more explicit
description of the bundle !G. For that we state two facts.
Lemma 5.1. If !G = (E; p; B) and !′G = (E
′; p′; B′) are universal G-bundles with B
and B′ paracompact; then there is a homotopy equivalence f :B′→B such that !′G =
f∗(!G). In particular; E and E′ are homotopy equivalent via a G-equivariant map.
Theorem 5.2. If G has the homotopy type of a CW-complex; then a principal G-bundle
! (over a base space B having the homotopy type of a CW-complex) is universal if
and only if the total space E is contractible.
These statements enable us to work with an explicit universal G-bundle.
Construction of a universal Zp-bundle. We consider the group Zp as a subgroup
of S1 ⊂ C, multiplicatively generated by 7 = e2i=p. For the canonical line bundle
we consider the spheres S2r−1 ⊂ Cr for r¿ 1 with the Zp-action given by scalar
multiplication. By considering the direct limit of the sequence of spheres we obtain the
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contractible space S∞. By taking the quotient of the Zp-action we get the direct limit
S∞=Zp of the lens spaces L2r−1p = S2r−1=Zp. Thus we obtain a universal Zp-bundle
!Zp =(S∞; ;S∞=Zp) by the above theorem, where  denotes the canonical projection
map.
A universal G-bundle. Once we have a universal Zp-bundle it is a trivial step to get
a universal G = (Zp)k -bundle by just taking the k-fold product of the total space and
the base space:
S∞ × · · · × S∞
↓
S∞=Zp × · · · × S∞=Zp:
This gives us a complete description of the line bundles in question.
The group cohomology of BZp. The characteristic Chern classes that we are after
live in the integer cohomology of the space BG = S∞=Zp × · · · × S∞=Zp. There are
various ways to compute this cohomology. We will use group cohomology which gives
in this case what we need. We start by computing the group cohomology of Zp. As a
reference we mention Brown’s book [4].
On group cohomology. First we give a short (algebraic) account of group cohomology.
We start with some group H . We want to compute the group cohomology of H with
coe@cients in some ZH -module M , where ZH is the integral group ring of H . One
has to go through the following procedure:
• Construct a projective resolution of the trivial ZH -module Z:
· · · →Fm→Fm−1→ · · · →F1→F0→Z
of projective ZH -modules Fi; i=0; 1; : : : : It is not hard to see that such a resolution
always exists. Furthermore, any two such resolutions are ZH -chain homotopic.
• Consider the complex (HomH (Fi;M))i¿0, where HomH denotes the H -equivariant
homomorphisms.
• DeJne the group cohomology H∗(H ;M) to be the cohomology of this complex.
So far it is not clear what this might have to do with the cohomology of the classifying
space BH .
Theorem 5.3. Let H be a discrete group. For trivial ZH -modules M there is an
isomorphism
H∗(H ;M)3H∗(BH ;M)
of the group cohomology of H and the singular cohomology of BH with coe6cients
in M.
Proof. First note that for any ZH -modules L and M we have
HomH (L;M) = Hom(L;M)H ;
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Fig. 6. A CW-decomposition of S1 with free Zp-action.
where the latter are the homomorphisms Jxed under the H -operation on Hom(L;M).
Now EH is contractible and there is a CW-decomposition of EH on which H operates
freely. Thus the (augmented) cellular chain complex
· · · →Cm(EH)→Cm−1(EH)→ · · · →C1(EH)→C0(EH)→Z
turns out to be a free, hence projective, resolution of Z with ZH -modules. Using this
resolution we get the result:
H∗(H ;M)
def
3 H∗(HomH (C∗(EH); M))
(1)
=H∗(Hom(C∗(EH); M)H )
(2)
= H∗(Hom(C∗(BH); M))
def
3 H∗(BH ;M);
where Eq. (1) follows from the Jrst remark and (2) from the fact that M is a trivial
ZH -module.
The group cohomology of Zp with coe6cients in a trivial ZH -module M . Again we
start oP by considering Zp= 〈7〉 ⊂ S1 ⊂ C, where 7=e2i=p. For notational reasons we
will denote Zp by H . Now take the obvious cell decomposition of S1 into p 0-cells
and p 1-cells such that Zp acts freely on this CW-complex (see Fig. 6).
The cellular chain complex leads to the free ZH -modules C0(S1)3ZH and C1(S1)
3ZH , and gives the following exact sequence:
0→Z <→C1(S1)1−7→C0(S1) =→Z→ 0;
where <=1+ 7+ · · ·+ 7p−1 and = denotes the augmentation map. This leads to a free
resolution:
· · · <=→C1(S1)1−7→C0(S1) <=→ · · · <=→C1(S1)1−7→C0(S1) =→Z→ 0: (∗)
With this resolution we get for the HomH (−; M)-complex:
0 −−−−−→HomH (C0(S1); M) (1−7)
∗
−−−−−→ HomH (C1(S1); M) (<=)
∗
−−−−−→ · · ·∥∥∥∥∥ 3
 3

0 −−−−−→ M 0−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M ·p−−−−−→ · · · :
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Thus the cohomology with the coe@cient modules M = Z and M = Zp is
Hi(H ;Z)3


Z if i = 0;
Zp if i is even;
0 otherwise;
and
Hi(H ;Zp)3Zp for all i¿ 0:
The ring structure of H∗(Zp;Z). The cup product gives a ring structure on the coho-
mology. In order to compute it one needs a diagonal approximation of the resolution.
Let Fm=ZH , m¿ 0, be the free resolution as above. Then a diagonal approximation
 :F∗→F∗ ⊗ F∗ is given by the following (r; s)-components:
rs :Fr+s →Fr ⊗ Fs
1 →


1⊗ 1 if r is even;
1⊗ 7 if r is odd; s is even;∑
06i¡j6p−1
7i ⊗ 7j if r and s are odd:
For more details confer [4, p. 108]. With this diagonal map one gets immediately:
Result 5.4. The cohomology ring H∗(Zp;Z) is isomorphic to the quotient Z[y]=(p ·y)
of a polynomial ring with a generator y of degree 2.
Corresponding cell decompositions of EG and CP∞. One can ask whether the reso-
lution (*) of Z with ZH -modules given above corresponds to the chain complex of a
space on which H acts freely. As it turns out it corresponds to a CW-decomposition
of S∞, the total space of the universal Zp-bundle, just as described in Theorem 5.3.
We describe the decomposition by describing it on the spheres S2r+1; r¿ 0 (cf. [5, p.
100]). The 2d-dimensional cells are given by
e2dm =
{
(x0ei’0 ; : : : ; xrei’r )∈S2r+1 ⊂ Cr+1: xj = 0 for j¿d; ’d = m2p
}
;
the (2d+ 1)-dimensional cells are given by
e2d+1m =
{
(x0ei’0 ; : : : ; xrei’r )∈S2r+1 ⊂ Cr+1: xj = 0 for j¿d;
m
2
p
¡’d ¡ (m+ 1)
2
p
}
;
where m=0; : : : ; p− 1 and d=0; : : : ; r. Correspondingly there is a cell decomposition
of CP∞ that uses only even dimensional cells. Again we are going to describe the
2d-cells of CPr , r¿ 1.
f2d = {[z0; : : : ; zr]∈CPr: zj = 0 for j¿d};
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where d=0; : : : ; r. The correspondence is given in the sense that the cells e2dm and e
2d+1
m
are mapped onto f2d under the canonical projection S2r+1→CPr , m=0; : : : ; p−1 and
d= 0; : : : ; r.
Chern classes of line bundles for G = Zp. Now we have all the tools we need to
compute the Chern classes for the bundles !G[F], where F is a one-dimensional repre-
sentation of G3(Zp)k . We proceed by induction on k. Hence for k=1 we have G=Zp.
In this case the representation is given by Un → 7ln for some 06 l¡p and we call it
F(l). We want to compute the Chern class by using naturality, therefore consider the
map
 l : S∞=Zp → S∞=S1 = CP∞
[x0ei’0 ; x1ei’1 ; : : : ]Zp → [x0eil’0 ; x1eil’1 ; : : : ]S1 :
Lemma 5.5. The induced bundle  ∗l (1∞) is isomorphic to !G[F(l)].
Proof.  ∗l (1∞) is given by
{([x]; [y]; z)∈S∞=Zp × S∞=S1 × C∞: z ∈C · y and  l([x]) = [y]}
pr1

S∞=Zp:
The isomorphism is given by the following map:
S∞ ×G F(l) → total space of  ∗l (1∞)
[(x0ei’0 ; x1ei’1 ; : : :); z]G → ([x0ei’0 ; x1ei’1 ; : : : ]Zp ;  l([x0ei’0 ; x1ei’1 ; : : : ]Zp);
z · (x0eil’0 ; x1eil’1 ; : : :)):
Therefore we have cCh(!G[F(l)]) = cCh( ∗l (1∞)) =  ∗l (cCh(1∞)).
Lemma 5.6. The homomorphism
 ∗l : H
∗(CP∞;Z)3Z[x]→H∗(S∞=Zp;Z)3Z[y]=(p · y)
is given by x → l · y.
Proof. We will make use of the cell decomposition we have given above. Consider
the following sequence of maps:
S∞ p→ S∞=Zp
e jr → Uej;
where Uej are the cells of the corresponding cell decomposition of S∞=Zp and
S∞=Zp
 l→ S∞=S1
Ue2d → f2d:
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Considering the induced map  l∗ :C∗(S∞=Zp)→C∗(S∞=S1) of the cellular chain
complexes, we get that the class represented by Ue2d is mapped onto l times the class
represented by f2d. This yields the result.
Result 5.7. As a result we obtain for the top Chern class
c1(!G[F(l)]) = l · y∈Z[y]=(p · y)3H∗(S∞=Zp;Z):
In particular, note that 0¡l¡p and thus c1(!G[F(l)]) =0 in case the representation
is not trivial.
Chern classes of line bundles for G=(Zp)k . We introduce the general case by showing
the case k = 2, which displays all the phenomena that occur in general. In the case
k = 2 we have G = (Zp)2 and a one-dimensional representation F(l1; l2) characterized
by two parameters 06 l1; l2 ¡p and given by ( Un1; Un2) → 7l1n1+l2n2 . We consider this
representation as the tensor product of the representations F1 and F2 given by ( Un1; Un2) →
7l1n1 , ( Un1; Un2) → 7l2n2 respectively. They lead to the bundles !G[F1], !G[F2]:
!G[F1=2] :
(S∞ × S∞)×G F1=2
S∞=Zp × S∞=Zp:
Let us consider the projection maps pr1=2 : S∞=Zp ×S∞=Zp→S∞=Zp onto the Jrst,
respectively the second factor. The bundles !Zp [F(l1=2)] we dealt with in the case k=1
therefore induce, via the projection maps, bundles with base space S∞=Zp × S∞=Zp.
Lemma 5.8. The induced bundles pr∗1=2(!Zp [F(l1=2)]) are isomorphic to !G[F1=2]. Hence
by naturality of Chern classes pr∗1=2(c1(!Zp [F(l1=2)])) = c1(!G[F1=2]).
Proof. Is straightforward.
Now using the cross product in cohomology the images of the maps induced by pro-
jections are well known (cf. [3, p. 323]) so that we get the following correspondence:
pr∗1=2 : H
∗(S∞=Zp;Z) → H∗(S∞=Zp × S∞=Zp;Z)
c1(!Zp [F(l1)])
pr∗1→ c1(!Zp [F(l1)])× 1 = c1(!G[F1])
c1(!Zp [F(l2)])
pr∗2→ 1× c1(!Zp [F(l2)]) = c1(!G[F2]):
By the preceding discussion and Result 4:10 we obtain
c1(!G[F(l1; l2)]) = c1(!G[F1 ⊗ F2]) = c1(!G[F1]⊗ !G[F2])
= c1(!G[F1]) + c1(!G[F2])
= c1(!Zp [F(l1)])× 1 + 1× c1(!Zp [F(l2)]):
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Result 5.9. Let G = (Zp)k and F(l1; : : : ; lk) be the one-dimensional representation of
G deJned by
( Un1; : : : ; Unk) → 7l1n1+···+lknk :
Then the Jrst Chern class of !G[F(l1; : : : ; lk)] is given by
c1(!G[F(l1; : : : ; lk)]) = c1(!Zp [F(l1)])× 1× 1× · · · × 1
+1× c1(!Zp [F(l2)])× 1× 1× · · · × 1
+1× 1× c1(!Zp [F(l3)])× 1× · · · × 1
+ · · ·
+1× 1× 1× 1× · · · × 1× c1(!Zp [F(lk)]):
Towards the top (Chern class). Now that we know the Chern classes of the line
bundles in question, we have to take cup products of such. Recall the KFunneth theorem
of which we state the Z-coe@cient version.
Theorem (KFunneth, cf. Dold [5, p. 182]).
Let X , Y be spaces such that H∗(X ;Z) or H∗(Y ;Z) is of >nite type, then there
is a split exact sequence:
0→ ⊕
i+j=m
Hi(X ;Z)⊗ Hj(Y ;Z) ×→ Hm(X × Y ;Z)
→ ⊕
i+j=m+1
Hi(X ;Z) ∗ Hj(Y ;Z)→ 0:
Furthermore, there is the following relation between the cross and the cup product.
Lemma 5.10 (cf. Dold [5, p. 221]). Let X; Y be spaces and @1; @2 ∈H∗(X ;Z);
A1; A2 ∈H∗(Y ;Z). Then
(@1 × A1) ∪ (@2 × A2) = (−1)deg(@2)deg(A1)(@1 ∪ @2)× (A1 ∪ A2):
We want to use the KFunneth theorem in the situation X = Y = BZp = S∞=Zp for
even dimensions.
Result 5.11. The cohomology cross product induces an isomorphism
⊕
i+j=2d
H i(Zp;Z)⊗ Hj(Zp;Z) ×→
3
H 2d(Zp × Zp;Z)
for all d¿ 0.
For more than two Zp-factors the analogous lemma holds if one replaces isomor-
phism by monomorphism. Using the last two facts we conclude
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Lemma 5.12. There is a ring isomorphism between the even dimensional part of
H∗(Zp × Zp;Z) and the quotient of a polynomial ring in two generators.
H even(Zp × Zp;Z)→Z[y1; y2]=(p · y1; p · y2)
y × 1 → y1;
1× y → y2;
where y∈H∗(Zp;Z) is a generator of the second cohomology.
For more than two Zp-factors we still have a ring homomorphism which is su@cient
for our purposes. Now we are well equipped to approach the proof of Claim 4.9 in
the case in which G = (Zp)k , for some prime number p.
The case k = 1. Let k = 1 and !G[E]3!G[F(l1)] ⊕ · · · ⊕ !G[F(ln)] for parameters
0¡l1; : : : ; ln ¡p. The Jrst Chern class of !G[E] then computes to
c1(!G[E]) = c1(!G[F(l1)]) ∪ · · · ∪ c1(!G[F(ln)])
= l1 · y ∪ · · · ∪ ln · y
= (l1 · · · ln) · yn:
Since p is prime and none of the li is divisible by p, the top Chern class does not
vanish.
The general case. We proceed as before, discussing the case k = 2 which gives the
whole picture of the general situation. Let the parameters 06 l11; l
1
2; l
2
1; l
2
2; : : : ; l
n
1; l
n
2 ¡p
be such that
!G[E]3!G[F(l11; l12)]⊕ · · · ⊕ !G[F(ln1; ln2)]:
Note that at least one of the two parameters li1; l
i
2 is non-zero for each i. Then we get
for the top Chern class of !G[E]
c1(!G[E]) = c1(!G[F(l11; l12)]) ∪ · · · ∪ c1(!G[F(ln1; ln2)])
= (l11 · y × 1 + 1× l12 · y) ∪ · · · ∪ (ln1 · y × 1 + 1× ln2 · y)
→ (l11 · y1 + l12 · y2) · · · · · (ln1 · y1 + ln2 · y2);
according to the ring isomorphism (homomorphism for k ¿ 2) stated above. The last
expression is non-zero for the following reason. Consider the canonical quotient map
Z[y1; y2]=(p · y1; p · y2)→Zp[y1; y2];
which is a ring homomorphism. Furthermore, the image of
(l11 · y1 + l12 · y2) · · · · · (ln1 · y1 + ln2 · y2)
under this map is non-zero since Zp[y1; y2] is an integral domain. Analogously, we
can handle the cases k ¿ 2, and hence the proof is complete.
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6. Final remarks
The case q not a prime power. In the last part of the proof the condition that q is
a prime power has been used intensely. Still, one might ask if the proof above can be
used to show the theorem in more general situations. Here we only state:
Proposition 6.1 (cf. FOzaydin [10]). For any >nite group G; which is not of prime
power order there exists a continuous G-equivariant map s :ENG→ L⊥ having no
zero; where L⊥ is as de>ned on p. 4.
Why does not this mean that the topological Tverberg theorem does not hold in
case q is not a prime power? This is because not every continuous G-equivariant map
s :ENG→ L⊥ has the form s=  ◦ f∗q for some continuous f :N →Rd.
On the Sierksma conjecture. Once the Tverberg theorem has been proved one can
ask for the number of diPerent sets of faces that yield the non-empty intersection.
Sierksma conjectured in 1979 the following for the a@ne linear case.
Conjecture. For any a@ne linear map f :(q−1)(d+1)→Rd there exist at least
((q − 1)!)d diPerent sets of disjoint faces such that the intersection of their images
is non-empty.
How does this conjecture translate into our setting? From the continuous map
f :(q−1)(d+1)→Rd we constructed the continuous G-equivariant map s =  ◦ f∗q :
ENG→ L⊥. The Sierksma conjecture then translates into the question whether s has at
least ((q − 1)!)d+1 zeros. To see this, note that on the one hand we have q! permu-
tations of a set of q simplices and on the other hand any zero of s is already q-fold
by G-equivariance. The question is how to use the bundle theoretic treatment of the
Tverberg problem to also obtain the desired estimate for the number of zeros. Sarkaria
has proposed an approach to this problem in [13].
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